
12BOROUGH COUNCIL OF WELLINGBOROUGH         AGENDA ITEM  
Resources Committee 28th April 2010 
Report of Interim Head of Accountancy 
2010/11 Capital Programme update 
1 Purpose of Report 
1.1 This report presents Members with an update on capital bids for 2010/11 and 

requests a decision as to the schemes to be approved to date and note action 
being taken to complete and monitor the programme going forward. 

2 Executive Summary 
In setting the 2010/11 Capital Programme Members identified that the demand 
for funds far outweighed the funding available. Therefore whilst some schemes 
were approved a significant number were held in abeyance subject to review. 
Thus £1.5million was set aside in the capital budget for schemes to come forward 
following a reappraisal of bids.  That work has identified a number of schemes 
that officers recommend to Members are now approved. This has not allocated 
the full £1.5 million and the process of review is continuing and a further report 
will be brought back to Members by June on proposals surrounding the 
remaining funds and how the management and monitoring of capital should be 
improved. 

3 Appendices 
(a) Recommended Schemes 2010/11 
(b) Capital Expenditure Analysis 2009/10 – 2013/14 Approved Schemes 
(c) ‘Frozen’ Schemes to be re-assessed 

 

 

5 Background 

4. Proposed Action: 
4.1 The Resources Committee is invited to RESOLVE that the 

schemes identified at Appendix A are approved for funding and 
progression within the 2010-14 Capital Programme. A further 
report will be brought back to Resources Committee by June 
2010 on the full funding and allocation of schemes to remain 
frozen as set out at Appendix C. 

5.1 The Resources Committee (8th September 2009) approved amendments to the 
existing Capital Programme.  Through a series of meetings to then identify the 
funding and prioritisation of new schemes for 2010/11 to 2014/5 it was identified 
that the level of bids was far in excess of the level of funding available.  A major 
factor in this shortfall was the significant reduction in capital receipt assumptions 
arising from the recent economic downturn and its effects on the local and 
national economy. 
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5.2 As a result of the reducing funds the Section 151 Officer was instructed to review 

all approved and proposed schemes against key criteria, including a schemes 
contribution to: future revenue savings; delivering against the Council’s 
P.R.I.D.E. agenda; and ensuring the Authority met health and safety 
requirements.  Until this review was completed officers were instructed not to 
enter into any commitments on capital projects. 

5.3 The programme was thus split into two areas: 
 

- Area 1 – Scheme approved, being (As set out at Appendix 3 of this 
report) 

• schemes already approved and contractually committed; and 

• approved schemes recommended to proceed. 
 
- Area 2 – Schemes to be reappraised, being: 

 
• schemes previously approved in the 2009/10 programme, but for which no 

contractual commitments were in place and no work had commenced; and 

• new schemes not approved 
 
5.4 Under the Capital Programme approved by Council, as recommended by the 

Resources Committee, Members recognised a need to set aside funds to finance 
the second area of schemes once the re-appraisal was complete. Consequently 
£1.5 million was set aside for these schemes. 

 
5.5 Officers have undertaken a review of the proposals originally brought forward 

against a number of key criteria: 
 

(a) Is the scheme linked to the delivery of ZBB savings approved in the 
2010/11 Revenue budget, or indeed potential for future years savings? 

(b) Is the payback period for any savings identified reasonable, i.e. within the 
5 years of the programme? 

(c) Does the scheme result in any additional unfunded whole life revenue 
costs? 

(d) Does it contribute to one or more of the Council’s P.R.I.D.E. objectives? 
(e) Will no work result in the Council being liable for costs/damages, etc… 

under legislation. 
(f) Is the expenditure fully or partly funded by external grants, or there is a 

risk that future years grant will be lost? 
 
5.6 The following section updates Members of progress of this review and proposals. 
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6 Discussion 
6.1 Bids were submitted for a number of schemes as part of the capital project. The 

submissions were far in excess of the funds available across the 5 years of the 
programme. As such a significant number of schemes that had not commenced 
or were new proposals were frozen pending subsequent reviews.  

6.2 The review of the frozen schemes was undertaken by the Property Working 
Group, although in a number of cases new bids or information was not submitted. 
Whilst there will always be some element of subjectivity applied to the allocation 
of resources a further review of the proposals information available by the Head 
of Accountancy has identified that there are a number of schemes that can be 
assessed as having reached a satisfactory level of meeting key criteria to 
improve the Council / Borough. The scoring of schemes is attached at Appendix 
A for proposed schemes to be approved and at Appendix C for those to remain 
frozen / be re-submitted / dropped.  Members are asked to note that in some 
cases schemes have been scored low due to the limited level of information 
available and a further allocation needs to be considered between now and June 
2010. 

6.3 The total of proposed schemes to be approved is £1,152,000. This would leave a 
balance of £348,000 unallocated in 2010/11, and further proposals need to come 
forward. Of the schemes proposed to be taken forward none have a revenue 
consequences that impacts on the Medium Term Financial plan in terms of whole 
life costs, but the failure to approve these schemes would result in the none 
delivery of savings in 2010/11 and beyond / give rise to additional costs arising 
from liabilities or additional repair in future years. 

6.4 Options available to members are to: 

A. identify schemes to be approved and funded from the 
remaining balance due to other priorities 

B. approve the schemes at Appendix A and receive an update on 
proposals at Appendix C by June 2010, along with proposals to 
improve the control and management of capital schemes 

6.5 It is recommended that the option B is selected.  Whilst Members could look at 
other revisions, such as the scoring criteria or seeking additional funds this is not 
practical given the potential need for further information, delays this may cause, 
and as it is not yet clear of the extent of additional funding from areas such as 
slippage on the 2009/10 capital programme. The Capital outturn is expected to 
be reported by the end of May 2010, this will identify the available resources and 
can help inform future decision making.  In the meantime a review of the 
schemes at Appendix C does not identify any issues that a further deferment 
could lead to a revenue cost/liability or failure to deliver a ZBB saving. 
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6.6 In relation to Option B members are asked to note that Isham Flood defence 
work has scored the lowest out of all the proposals as the duty for the work and 
any liability vests with the County Council.  However, an initial approach was 
made to the Borough Council of Wellingborough for part contribution with the 
County and Anglian Water due to the locality of the work.  This was on the 
proviso that it was hoped at the time that the funding could come from external 
sources. This external grant was not successful but it could be argued that 
commitment has already been raised with the residents and County. Members 
may therefore wish to reconsider the allocation of resources to this scheme. 

7 Legal Powers 
7.1 The Council has a legal duty to ensure it sets an annually balanced budget. 

8 Financial and Value For Money Implications  
8.1 These are detailed in the report and the interim Head of Accountancy is the 

author of the report and the Section 151 Officer a consultee. 
9 Risk Analysis 
9.1 The following risks and controls have been identified.  

Nature of risk Consequences 
if realised 

Likelihood of 
occurrence 

Control 
measures 

Unsustainable 
level of capital 
expenditure in 
the medium to 
long term. 
 
 
 
Non-delivery of 
schemes once 
approved. 
 

Revenue 
implications not 
affordable; need 
to resort to 
borrowing and 
lose debt free 
status. 
 
Council priorities 
not achieved. 

Possible if not 
controlled due to 
reducing receipts 
and external 
grants. 
 
 
 
This risk has 
already occurred 
in some cases. 

Robust budget 
planning and 
control. 
 
 
 
 
 
Improved project 
management. 

10 Implications for Resources 
10.1 Officers responsible for capital schemes are accountable for identifying resources 

to manage and control schemes and any revenue consequence of the 
programme have been identified within the 2010/11 budget identified. The 
Council is also introducing improvements in its monitoring and management of its 
Capital Strategy that will improve the use of resources.  

11 Implications for Stronger and Safer Communities 
11.1 Implications need to be considered for individual schemes. 

12 Implications for Equalities 
12.1 Implications need to be considered for individual schemes. 
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13 Author and Contact Officer 
Michael Hudson – Interim Head of Accountancy 

14 Consultees 
Corporate Management Team 
Operational Management Team 
Robert Vaughan – Property Services Manager 

15 Background Papers 
Previous Capital Programme reports to Members. 
Project Working Group minutes. 
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Appendix A 
 

Recommended Schemes 2010/11 (note details for each scheme on following pages of this appendix) 
 

   Criteria assessment (1 = poor contribution, 10 = excellent contribution) 
Scheme Cost 

2010/11 
£,000 

Future 
year 

costs  
£,000 

Contribution 
to ZBB1&2 

Payback 
period 

Revenue 
consequences 

Contribution 
to delivering 

P.R.I.D.E. 

DDA, 
H&S, 
etc… 

liability 
reduced 

External 
funding 

Total 
score 
out of 

60 

Faraday Court 200 0 9 9 6 7 2 1 34 
Multi Storey 
Car Park 
lighting 

120 0 6 4 8 6 5 1 30 

Market Office 
relocation 

68 0 5 4 8 5 2 1 25 

ICT 
infrastructure 

214 0 4 3 7 8 6 1 29 

Vehicle 
Replacement 
programme 

150 125 4 2 9 6 4 0 25 

Town Centre 
Public Realm 
Phase 1 

200 1,700 1 1 4 8 2 8 24 

Heritage and 
Shop Front 
Improvement 
Grant 

100 650 1 1 4 8 2 8 24 

Nest Farm 
Road 

100 0 1 1 5 5 10 0 22 

Total 1,152 2,475
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Scheme 

Cost 
2010/11 
£,000 

Future 
year costs 

 £,000 

 
 
Comments 

Faraday Court 200 0 This proposal is to enable Property Services to enter into 
negotiations to buy out a sub lease and release an annual 
revenue saving of £67,000 and forms part of its ZBB 1 & 2 
saving targets. This is an estimated figure and if not 
achievable with the leaseholder can be substituted for 
similar arrangements. This would give a payback within 3 
years. This also helps contribute to the Growth objective 
under PRIDE. 

Multi Storey Car Park lighting 120 0 This proposal would result in more efficient lighting 
being fitted in Swansgate car park, yielding an annual 
saving of £18,000, or 75% of the current energy costs.  
This would this result in a payback of just over 6 years 
which whilst outside of the 5 year period is still within 
good practice. It also contributes to the PRIDE objective 
around providing efficient and effective services. Without 
this fund the Council is likely to see an increase in its 
energy costs. 

Market Office relocation 68 0 The entails a move from the current market office to new 
accommodation, thus freeing up the current property for 
letting to realise a potential £14,300 p.a. additional 
income receipt. This would give a payback with 5 years. 
This also contributes to the Growth objective within the 
PRIDE goals. 
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Scheme 

Cost 
2010/11 
£,000 

Future 
year costs 

 £,000 

 
 
Comments 

ICT infrastructure 214 0 The Council’s infrastructure is still in significant need of 
improvement to bring it up to standards to enable the 
Authority to comply with Government Standards and to 
support new initiatives to enable improved customer service 
and management information.  Without this investment 
future savings may not be achieveable and there could be 
higher costs associated with older technology. This also 
contributes to the PRIDE objective of efficient and effective 
services. 

Vehicle Replacement programme 150 125 The current age of some of the vehicle fleet means that the 
Council will begin in 2010/11 to incur additional unbudgeted 
costs due to the age of the vehicles and the lease 
agreements. This funding will only provide for part 
replacement of the fleet and thus challenges the service to 
look at other options and usage/demand of fleet. 

Heritage and Shop Front Improvement 
Grant 

100 650 This is externally funded works to undertake further 
development of proposals to improve the town centre shop 
fronts. Without this initial work there is scope for further 
funding to be lost. This will potentially give rise to new 
revenue costs but focus should be on delivering savings to 
meet these whole life costs and this will be explored during 
2010/11.  This scheme contributes to a number of PRIDE 
objectives, including improving growth. 

Nest Farm Road 100 0 This work is necessary to protect residents from the 
potential risk of a retaining wall collapsing and thus creating 
a likely liability and greater costs. Other options have been 
reviewed and structural assessments made and concluded 
that this work is now urgent. 
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Scheme 

Cost 
2010/11 
£,000 

Future 
year costs 

 £,000 

 
 
Comments 

Town Centre Public Realm Phase 1 200 800 This bid is for match funding for monies secured through the 
Growth Area Funding (GAF) of which BCW have secured 
£1,715,000, which is already approved in the Capital 
programme.   On the application form a figure of over £1million 
matched funding over two years was identified by BCW to 
covers staff costs, 
 
The GAF Funding which was originally for £2.4m has already 
been reduced to £1,715,000.  A Value Engineering exercise is 
just about to the undertaken on this project, however if the 
funding is reduced significantly it does mean that there is a risk 
that the Croyland Gardens project is severely reduced or does 
not happen.  There is also a risk that if BCW provide no match 
funding then NCC as the holders of the GAF monies could ask 
for all/some of their monies back. 
 
The scheme must be delivered by March 2011 in order to 
achieve the spend profile/ timescales identified in the GAF 
funding application. 
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Appendix B 
 
Capital Expenditure Analysis 2009/10 – 2013/14 Schemes Approved in previous minutes 
 

 
   2009/10    2010/11    2011/12  

   TOTAL 
 

EXTERNAL  BCW   
 

TOTAL 
 

EXTERNAL  BCW   
 

TOTAL 
 

EXTERNAL   BCW  

REF SCHEME  COST   FUNDING  
 

FUNDING    COST  FUNDING  
 

FUNDING   COST  FUNDING  
 

FUNDING  
   £000's  £000's   £000's    £000's  £000's   £000's    £000's  £000's   £000's  
 Approved and Contractually Committed            

1 17 Market St Repair and Improvement 
            
43               -              43   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

2 Allotments Service Improvements 
             
 5               -                5   

            
5             -                5   

           
-               -               -    

3 Castlefields Bandstand Study 
            
10               -              10   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

4 CCTV Strategy Implementation 
          
119               -            119   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

5 Computer Hardware/Software 
       
1,076               -          1,076   

          
10             -              10   

          
10             -              10  

6 Council Chamber Sound System 
             
 4               -                4   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

7 Croyland Hall Verandah Repairs 
            
18               -              18   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

8 Decent Homes Grant 
          
150             150             -     

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

9 Disabled Discrimination Act 
            
85               -              85   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

10 Doddington Road Cemetery 
             
 5               -                5   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

11 Faraday Court Security Improvements 
            
30               -              30   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

12 Finedon Bowling Green 
             
 9               -                9   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

   2009/10    2010/11    2011/12  
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   TOTAL 
 

EXTERNAL  BCW   
 

TOTAL 
 

EXTERNAL  BCW   
 

TOTAL 
 

EXTERNAL   BCW  

REF SCHEME  COST   FUNDING  
 

FUNDING    COST  FUNDING  
 

FUNDING   COST  FUNDING  
 

FUNDING  
   £000's  £000's   £000's    £000's  £000's   £000's    £000's  £000's   £000's  

13 Glamis Hall Day Centre  
             
 1               -                1   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

14 Glen Bank Improvements 
            
15               -              15   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

15 Grants Disabled Facilities 
          
580             168          412   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

16 Grants Home Repair Assistance 
          
110               -            110   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

17 Grants Renovation 
          
230               50          180   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

18 Hemmingwell Community Skills Centre 
            
53               -              53   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

19 High Street Development Strategic Acq. 
          
771               -            771   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

20 High Street Regeneration 
       
1,373          1,073          300   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

21 Highways Litter Bins Replacement 
            
48               -              48   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

22 Investment Initiation 
            
20               -              20   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

23 John Lea Site Community facilities 
            
94               94             -     

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

24 Land Title Registration 
             
 4               -                4   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

25 Leighton Coach House 
            
96               -              96   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

26 Leisure Centre/Swimming Pool 
          
162               -            162   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

27 Market Improvements 
             
 3               -                3   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

28 Market Square Car Parking 
             
 9               -                9   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

29 New Depot 
             
 6               -                6   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    
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   2009/10    2010/11    2011/12  

   TOTAL 
 

EXTERNAL  BCW   
 

TOTAL 
 

EXTERNAL  BCW   
 

TOTAL 
 

EXTERNAL   BCW  

REF SCHEME  COST   FUNDING  
 

FUNDING    COST  FUNDING  
 

FUNDING   COST  FUNDING  
 

FUNDING  
   £000's  £000's   £000's    £000's  £000's   £000's    £000's  £000's   £000's  

30 Non Operational Property Improvements 
          
724               -            724   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

31 On Street Parking Regulations 
             
 3               -                3   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

32 Parish Council Bozeat 
          
102               -            102   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

33 Parish Council Earls Barton 
            
52               -              52   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

34 Parish Council Finedon 
            
32               -              32   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

35 Parish Council Irchester 
          
143               -            143   

          
35             -              35   

           
-               -               -    

36 Parish Council Little Harrowden 
            
35               -              35   

          
20             -              20   

          
15             -              15  

37 Parish Council Sywell 
            
25               -              25   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

38 Parish Council Wollaston 
            
17               -              17   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

39 Parks and Open Spaces Refurbishment 
             
 1               -                1   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

40 Paterson Road Employment Land 
          
230               -            230   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

41 Pebble Lane Shops Improvement 
             
 1               -                1   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

42 Project Preliminary works 
            
67               -              67   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

43 Public Open Space Implementation 
            
50               -              50   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

44 Swanspool Gardens Public Toilet Provision 
            
57               -              57   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

45 Town Centre Public Realm 

          
492  
            492             -     

      
1,908        1,908             -     

           
-               -               -    
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   2009/10    2010/11    2011/12  

   TOTAL 
 

EXTERNAL  BCW   
 

TOTAL 
 

EXTERNAL  BCW   
 

TOTAL 
 

EXTERNAL   BCW  

REF SCHEME  COST   FUNDING  
 

FUNDING    COST  FUNDING  
 

FUNDING   COST  FUNDING  
 

FUNDING  
   £000's  £000's   £000's    £000's  £000's   £000's    £000's  £000's   £000's  

46 Vehicles and Plant 
            
40               -              40   

           
-               -               -     

           
-               -               -    

 Sub Total 
       
7,200          2,027        5,173   

      
1,978        1,908            70   

          
25             -              25  
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Appendix C 
 
‘Frozen’ Schemes still to be re-assessed on provision of further information 

 
   Criteria assessment (1 = poor contribution, 10 = excellent contribution) 
Scheme Cost 

2010/11 
£,000 

Future 
year 

costs  
£,000 

Contributi
on to 

ZBB1&2 

Payback 
period 

Revenue 
consequences 

Contribution to 
delivering 
P.R.I.D.E. 

DDA, 
H&S, 
etc… 

liability 
reduced 

External 
funding 

Total score 
out of 60 

High quality 
business park 

5,250 5,000 1 1 5 8 1 1 17 

Carbon 
Footprint 
Programme 

135 TBC 5 3 3 3 0 3 17 

Cycle network 
– various 

462  1 1 4 6 1 3 16 

Multi storey 
car park 
flooring & 
security 

190  1 1 6 4 3 1 16 

20 Sheep 
Street 

73 0 1 1 4 6 2 1 15 

Highway litter 
bins 

48  1 1 4 6 1 1 14 

Open Space 
Protection 
works 

20  1 1 3 6 2 1 14 
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Scheme Cost 
2010/11 
£,000 

Future 
year 

costs  
£,000 

Contributi
on to 

ZBB1&2 

Payback 
period 

Revenue 
consequences 

Contribution to 
delivering 
P.R.I.D.E. 

DDA, 
H&S, 
etc… 

liability 
reduced 

External 
funding 

Total score 
out of 60 

Hardwick 
Park 
completion 
works 

131  1 1 4 6 1 1 14 

Town Centre 
furniture 

68  1 1 3 6 1 1 13 

Wrenn  
School 
Tennis 
Facility 

80  1 1 1 7 1 1 12 

GIS Project 20  2 2 4 2 1 1 12 
Green Waste 
bins 

15  1 1 4 4 1 1 12 

Support for 
Community 
Centres 

79  1 1 4 4 1 1 12 

Park Farm 77  1 1 3 4 1 1 11 
Renovation 
grants 

110  1 1 2 5 1 1 11 

Plan 
digitisation 

10  1 1 3 3 1 1 10 

Redhill Farm 
various 

430  1 1 3 3 1 1 10 
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Scheme Cost 
2010/11 
£,000 

Future 
year 

costs  
£,000 

Contributi
on to 

ZBB1&2 

Payback 
period 

Revenue 
consequences 

Contribution to 
delivering 
P.R.I.D.E. 

DDA, 
H&S, 
etc… 

liability 
reduced 

External 
funding 

Total score 
out of 60 

Third 
Generation  
sports 
pitches 

575 TBC 1 1 3 4 1 1 11 

Castle 
Theatre 

48 0 1 1 1 3 1 1 8 

Isham Flood 
defence 

70  1 1 1 2 1 1 7 

Croyland 
Road 
swimming 
pool site 

10   
Not scored as initial review suggests revenue expenditure thus not eligible for capital 
funding 

Investment 
enhancement 

15  Not scored as initial review suggests revenue expenditure thus not eligible for capital 
funding 

Investment 
initiative 

15  Not scored as initial review suggests revenue expenditure thus not eligible for capital 
funding 

Total 7,931 5,000        
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